AUTHOR INFORMATION

This informational letter applies to contributors who have signed one of the following agreements:

Contribution to a Collective Work Publication Agreement
Regular Contributor Publication Agreement
Single Title Publication Agreement

In addition, this information assumes that the copyright owner is the author. If the author is not the copyright owner, then the information applies to the copyright owner.

Your Rights and the ABA’s

ABA policy requires authors writing for ABA publications to sign an ABA publication agreement. The agreement grants the ABA the exclusive right of first publication. It also requires authors to warrant that their work is original and that publication by the ABA will not infringe on others’ rights.

The agreement is “nonexclusive,” which means that, after the ABA publishes your work, you may republish it elsewhere. You will not need to request the ABA’s permission to publish the original work in other publications or media after its first publication by the ABA. However, if you do republish your original work, we request that you credit the ABA for first publication (see below). The ABA also retains the right to not publish a submission.

Signing Your Agreement; Where and How to Send It

Please sign and return your publication agreement to the editor of the publication to which you are contributing. The signed agreement should be emailed to the editor as a PDF; an original signed copy is not necessary. Please keep a copy of your signed agreement for your files. Please note that the ABA is unable to accept an agreement that has been signed by someone other than the author. By signing this agreement, you are representing and warranting that you have obtained permission from the owners of any third party copyright protected material you have included.

To Reprint Your Original Text

Credit the ABA.

The ABA requests that, when you republish your work, you credit the ABA publication in which your article first appeared. While you retain the copyright to your original work, you do not hold copyright to any designed graphics, images, or logos included in the publication of your work; nor do you hold copyright to any collective work produced by ABA editors and designers. These aspects of the final product are copyrighted by the ABA or others.

What Should the Credit Say?

If you choose to credit the ABA’s first publication, the publication credit should include the article title and the name of the ABA publication, including volume, issue, and date, and the copyright notice as it appeared in the ABA publication.
Below is an example for you to follow.

“©2016. Published in The Business Lawyer, Vol. 71, No. 4, Fall 2016, by the American Bar Association. Reproduced with permission. All rights reserved. This information or any portion thereof may not be copied or disseminated in any form or by any means or stored in an electronic database or retrieval system without the express written consent of the American Bar Association or the copyright holder.”

**Do Not Reprint Images.**

You may not reuse photographs, graphics or other images that the ABA included in the publication of your work. The ABA’s original licensing agreements for such visual materials typically do not permit republication. Therefore, any photographs, illustrations, cartoons, advertisements, graphic images, or other visual element appearing on a page with your text may not be used.

**Do Not Reprint the ABA Logo and/or Section Logos**

ABA policy strictly prohibits the reproduction of the ABA logo, covers, and mastheads.

**Linking to Your Article from the ABA’s Website**

You can link to your article on the ABA website and there is no need to ask permission. Please keep in mind that many of the ABA’s publications are password-protected and cannot be accessed by non-ABA members.